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TECHNOLOGY I In Practice

Information Literacy 2.0
Critical inquiry in the age of social media

I

deas about information literacy have always adapted
to changes in the information environment. The hirth
of the weh made it necessary for
librarians to shift more towards
teaching search strategies and
evaluation of sources. Tool-focused "bibliographic instruction"
was replaced hy skill-focused
"information literacy." Now;
with the growth of Weh 2.0 technologies, we need to start shifting
towards providing instruction
that will enable our patrons to
be successful information seekers in the Weh 2.0 environment,
where the process of evaluation
is quite a hit more nuanced.

Inquiring minds

Si

CO

Critical inquiry skills are among the
most important in a world in which
the half-life of information is rapidly shrinking. These days, what you
know is almost less important than
what you can ñnd out—which now
requires a set of skills that are very
different from what most lihraries
focus on. In addition to academic
sources, a huge wealth of content is
heing produced by people every day
in knowledgebases like Wikipedia,
review sites like Trip Advisor, and in
blogs. Some of this content is legitimate and valuable—but some of it
isn't.
Keeping up and being able to ñnd
the latest information requires not
only good search skills, hut also
good networking skills. Even librarians find it impossible to be well-
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